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Executive summary

Deloitte is pleased to release its biennial
Global Corporate Treasury Survey
In preparing the survey this year, our colleagues
contemplated the following:
• What challenges are Treasurers facing?
• Do CFO mandates reflect current market volatility?
• How is Treasury evolving into a strategic function?
• Are tax and banking regulations already impacting
treasury teams?
From operational to strategic
Validating the results from the 2015 survey,
Treasurers are being further challenged by their
Board and Executive Committee to add value to
group operations rather than operate as an
individual team. Collaboration with tax, risk, and
finance teams is critical for Treasury to continue as
a strategic advisor to the business.
Key challenges persist
Over 50% of Treasurers noted that FX volatility is a
challenge, an issue exacerbated by political turmoil
and the imminent changes due to Brexit. Other key
challenges are visibility into global operations, cash
repatriation, emerging markets operations, and
liquidity management.
Analytical capability is lagging
75% of respondents are not actively monitoring key
risks using “at risk” measures, despite FX volatility
being flagged as the biggest challenge faced by
Treasurers. This creates a major opportunity for
Treasurers to invest in technology to deliver more
sophisticated real-time analytics.
Technology has not cured all ills
While an increased percentage of survey
participants have indicated system usage for typical
treasury responsibilities, systems are not being fully
leveraged to support the whole of Treasury function.
The challenge of visibility into global operations
increased to 43%, while 30% cited insufficient
technology infrastructure to support their
department.

Tax and regulatory reform starting to bite
Ongoing changes to both local and global tax and
banking regulations are having far reaching impacts
on Treasury teams, requiring many companies to
rethink financial instrument usage and
intercompany loan & liquidity management, issues
which we expect to evolve as regulations are
finalised.
The Treasury of the future
Treasury teams must continually re-evaluate their
roles as Catalyst, Strategist, Steward and Operator
in order to balance their priorities and challenges.
The evolution of the Treasury function from
operational to strategic, combined with increased
market regulation and volatility, provides
opportunities for Treasury to leverage whole of
company skills to manage risks. Partnering with tax,
finance and risk teams, coupled with greater use of
available technologies, will set the course for
Treasury as a key stakeholder with a permanent
seat at the table.
Want to engage
Deloitte and DTTL are one of world’s largest
professional services treasury practices, offering
expertise across all areas of treasury
transformation, strategy, M&A, and technology
strategy, selection and implementation. If this
survey resonates with any issues that your
company is facing, please contact us. Our
international contacts are listed on page 18.
Thank you
To all the companies who participated in our survey,
we thank you for your time and insights. Please
contact your local Deloitte Treasury contact for
additional details on how your company compares
to your regional or industry peers.
We would also like to thank the following Deloitte
professionals for their contribution to this
publication: Rebecca Dawson, Tom Jarvis-Lemm,
and Joan Cheney.
Sincerely,

Leading working capital initiatives
There is an increasing trend for Treasurers to lead
working capital improvement initiatives. Working
capital management, once a Finance responsibility,
is evolving into collaboration with Finance to
manage day-to-day funding for whole of company.
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Survey demographics

Respondents to this year’s survey come from all corners of the global Treasury community –
Deloitte is grateful to the over 200 companies across all industries and revenue groups for
helping to shape the future of the function.

Annual revenue

Geographic location

24%

7%

61%
United
States

EMEA

38%

55%

13%
<$10bn

2%

$10–$50bn

APAC

>$50bn
*All $ values throughout are USD equivalent

Other Americas

Number of Treasury FTEs

Industries

Consumer & Industrial Products

32%

39%

Technology, Media &
Telecommunication
Energy & Resources
Life Sciences & Health Care

4%

69%

16%
0-10

11-20

7%
21-40
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8%

5% 6%

14%

Financial Services (non-bank)
Other

>40
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CFO mandates

While Treasury continues to be viewed as a risk management function, there is an increasing
trend towards supporting business strategy and delivering greater cash efficiencies through
capital management. Interestingly, 15% of respondents, distributed across all industries and
revenue brackets, highlighted their mandate to become a profit centre – a shift from traditional
Treasury as a cost centre of past years.
2% 1%

Liquidity risk management

97%

Steward for risk management for the company

90%

Access to capital markets to finance growth

80%

Strategic advisor to the business

80%

Value-add partner to the CFO (e.g., support or drive M&A activity)

77%

Low cost, efficient provider of services

76%

Creation of scalable treasury organization to support company growth

71%

20%

9%

Leading, governing and driving working capital improvement initiatives

71%

20%

8%

Enhanced governance and control over domestic and overseas operations

73%

2%
8%
2%
10%

8%
1%

13%

6%
1%

14%

8%
4%

20%

1%

2%

a profit
center proprietary
(e.g., performing
and
coming a profit Becoming
center (e.g.,
performing
tradingproprietary
and abilitytrading
to directly
ability
improve bottom
line) to directly improve bottom line)

15%

0%

Important
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Neutral

19%

18%
20%

Not Important

62%
40%

60%

6%

5%
80%

100%

N/A
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Strategic challenges for treasury organisations

Continuing to challenge Treasurers are FX volatility, visibility of and access to group cash,
operations and exposures, and working in restricted markets, with 75% of respondents
identifying 3 or more concerns for their company. A key concern around technology is the speed
with which the market is moving and being able to identify ‘which train to jump on’, and the
impact of banking and tax reforms is an emerging challenge.

52%

43%
40%

39%

31%

30%
24%

22%

12%

FX
volatility

Visibility
into global
operations,
cash, and
financial risk
exposures

Cash
repatriation

Liquidity

Entering/
managing
within
restricted
markets

Inadequate
treasury
systems
infrastructure

Global tax
reform
impacts

Leverage

Other

12%

Treasury
operation
cost

10%

Lack of
understanding
by Board/
Exec
Management

9%

Ability to
respond to
the board/
ad hoc
requests

* Multiple selections possible
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Future state treasury operating models – 2017 vs. 2015

When comparing expected execution responsibility to the 2015 survey results, there is an
interesting contrast across company revenue groups – the largest companies are shifting towards
greater use of shared services models, while smaller companies are trending towards
centralisation in corporate / regional treasury centres.

2017 - Future State Functional Execution (by revenue)
Over $50bn

64%

$10-$50bn

15%
73%

Under $10bn

7%
10%

71%

10%

10%
9%

6%

Corporate Treasury

Regional Treasury/In-house Bank (IHB)

Decentralized (generally performed in countries)

Shared Service Center (SSC)

4%

5% 3%
9%

4%

Outsourced to third party (bank or service provider)

2015 - Future State Functional Execution (by revenue)
Over $50bn

68%

$10-$50bn

64%

Under $10bn

67%

19%
11%

10%

8%

11%

Corporate Treasury

Regional Treasury/In-house Bank (IHB)

Decentralized (generally performed in countries)

Shared Service Center (SSC)

5% 3% 5%
11%
8%

4%
6%

Outsourced to third party (bank or service provider)

* $ USD equivalent
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Execution of treasury responsibilities

Many respondents indicated that, while execution of key risk functions will take place in
Corporate Treasury over the next 2-3 years, corporations are choosing to manage cash and
operations through other channels including both internal and external managed service
solutions.
1%
Cash management

55%

20%

8%

16%
2%

Foreign exchange risk management

79%

7% 4%

8%

1%
Debt and interest rate risk management

5% 4%

90%

1%
Short-term investments and debt management

78%

10%

5% 6%
2%

Long-term investments

86%

4%

4%4%
2%

International treasury support

Retirement plans management

66%

3%

45%

Other

14%

20%

63%

7%

4%

12%

11%

28%

6%

15%

4%

Corporate Treasury
Regional Treasury/In-house Bank (IHB)
Decentralized (generally performed in countries)
Shared Service Center (SSC)
Outsourced to third party (bank or service provider)
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Perceived advantages of execution models outside HQ Treasury

Over 70% of respondents indicated they see value in execution models outside central treasury.
Treasurers are taking advantage of the control & liquidity centralisation benefits of regional
Treasury functions and the expertise & scalability for growth delivered by third party providers.
Both cost efficiency and standardization benefits are identified in shared service centers,
providing for a satisfactory compromise for many.

58%

56%

55%

55%

48%
46%
43%

42%

43%

35%

34%

27%
22%

28%

23%
22%

22%
17%
14%
7%
4%

Standardization

Cost-efficiency

Scalability to support
growth

Regional Treasury/ In-house Bank (IHB)
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Control

Shared Service Center (SSC)

In-depth subject
matter expertise

Lower transaction
costs with
banking/external
counterparties

Centralized liquidity
management structure
for entire organization

Outsourcing to third party (bank or service provider)
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Risk monitoring

Surprisingly, 75% of respondents are not actively monitoring key risks using ’at risk’ measures,
and fewer than 50% actively undertake sensitivity analysis despite wide availability of systems
and models. Given that FX volatility is the major concern for Treasurers, there is significant
opportunity for Treasurers to invest in technology to deliver more sophisticated real-time
analytics. CFO’s and Boards should expect more dialogue in these areas.

Risk Analytics

Stress testing target financial ratios

32%

Sensitivity analysis on individual risk factors (FX, interest rate)

At risk measures such as VaR, CFaR, or EaR?
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41%

49%

25%

5%

36%

26%

4%

22%

4% 11%

45%

Actively Monitoring

Adhoc, manual monitoring

Would like to but no ability

Not monitoring
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Potential impacts of banking regulatory reforms

52% of respondents are already seeing an impact on their Treasury due to banking regulatory
reforms, including increased funding and hedging costs, higher demand for transactional deposits
from banks, and reduced demand and lower pricing for investment deposits. These impacts are
resulting in Treasurers considering alternative solutions including moving towards the use of
CSA’s (collateralisation with banks for OTC trades) and seeking out alternate funding sources.

27%

21%
20%

17%

17%

11%
9%
7%
5%

Revisiting short
Using or
considering
term investment
alternate funding
policies
sources

Noticed an
Notice reduced
Considering
Using different
increase in
access to or
collaterisation
financial
hedging costs increased cost of with banks for instruments such
funding
OTC trades or
as options,
using cleared
rather than
products.
forwards/swaps

Other

We have yet to
determine this

None

* Multiple selections possible
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Potential operating model impacts of tax reforms

When considering the impacts of BEPS and IRC s.385 tax reforms, a high proportion of
respondents indicated they have not yet determined possible impacts, while others nominated
multiple impacts they are already experiencing. Given the potential for significant and far
reaching effects across a global corporation, Treasury should be actively engaging with their tax
team.

35%

31%

22%
20%
18%
15%

7%

6%

1%
Loan
Structure of
Arms length
documentation credit analysis cash pools and
requirements
in-house banks

Cash
repatriation
approaches

Treasury
Effective tax
operating
rate
model changes

Use of hybrid
instruments

2%
Other

We have yet to
determine this

None

* Multiple selections possible
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Payment and cyber fraud

40% of participating companies indicated that their Treasury team has been recently affected
by fraud, with most indicating that more than one remedial program has been required to
stem the issue. The results do not include known attempts at committing fraud.
Leading companies are leveraging detective controls in addition to implementing preventative
technology enabled controls to reduce their risk.

Has your company
been affected by fraud?

How have you responded?
88%

40%

51%
37%

60%
17%

Yes

No

Implemented or Improved Treasury Management
Systems and STP
Reviewed/upgraded internal security

Reviewed/upgraded internal controls and governance

Implemented Regular Trainings
* Multiple selections possible
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Treasury technology – overview

While investment in Treasury Management Systems (TMS) has increased, over 20% of each
functional area is still being managed in spreadsheets, leaving the company open to both
operational and fraud risks. Of the companies using a TMS, implementation of cloud and
managed services solutions has increased to nearly 50% – a trend expected to increase as
vendors transition to cloud only offerings and treasury teams seek to shift the burden of IT
support to vendors.

Functional usage by system type

TMS Deployment Model

14%

16%
28%

32%

32%

29%

4%

8%
52%

14%
16%

16%

14%

12%

20%

24%

5%

19%
10%
Locally managed and maintained
Managed Services

20%

Cloud/SaaS

6%
7%

Locally managed systems by revenue

8%

50%
32%

5%

63%

28%

21%

19%
Cash
Bank
Investments FX and interest Commodity
management administration
and debt
rate risk
price risk
and
management management management
and treasury
accounting
relationship
management

76%

<$10bn

$10-$50bn

>$50bn

Dedicated TMS

ERP

Other

Homegrown Solution

No System
* $ USD equivalent
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Treasury technology – TMS functional usage

Treasury teams are seeking to leverage maximum functionality of their TMS, implementing cash
management, investment and debt management, and FX capabilities where possible, and many
solutions are integrated with trading and bank portals, confirmation platforms, and custom
reporting tools.

15%

10%

5%

0%

Cash management and Bank administration and Investments and debt
treasury accounting relationship management
management

FX and interest rate risk
management

Commodity price risk
management

WallStreet Suite

SAP Treasury

FIS Quantum

FIS Integrity

Visual Risk

IT2

CitiFinancials

Kyriba

Reval

Oracle/Peoplesoft

Home-grown technology solution

Other systems in use include bank systems, Bellin TM5, CGI Twin, Globe$, Openlink and XRT for
cash and bank account management, Aladdin, CGI Twin and Clearwater for debt and investment
management, 360T, Bellin TM5, Bloomberg and CGI Twin for FX and IR management, and
Allegro, ATAQ, Bellin TM5 and Calypso for commodity price risk management.
Despite the increasing trend of treasury transformation and deployment of TMS, many systems
are supported or augmented with the use of homegrown solutions which may pose greater cyber
and operational risks.
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Treasury technology – system use by company revenue

When viewed by company revenue size, TMS usage varies based on complexity of system –
smaller and mid-size companies are more likely to deploy off the shelf systems whereas the
larger corporations are using a mix of complex commercial and custom built internal systems.

Revenue <$10bn
Commodity price risk management
FX and interest rate risk management
Investments and debt management
Bank administration and relationship management
Cash management and treasury accounting
WallStreet Suite
IT2

SAP Treasury
CitiFinancials

FIS Quantum
Kyriba

FIS Integrity
Reval

Visual Risk
Oracle/Peoplesoft

Revenue $10bn - $50bn
Commodity price risk management
FX and interest rate risk management
Investments and debt management
Bank administration and relationship management
Cash management and treasury accounting
WallStreet Suite
IT2

SAP Treasury
CitiFinancials

FIS Quantum
Kyriba

FIS Integrity
Reval

Revenue > $50bn
Commodity price risk management
FX and interest rate risk management
Investments and debt management
Bank administration and relationship management
Cash management and treasury accounting
WallStreet Suite

SAP Treasury

FIS Quantum

Reval

Home-grown solution

Other

No system/spreadsheets

* $ USD equivalent
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Blockchain

Most Treasurers are still firmly in the education phase when it comes to understanding Blockchain and how it
will work for them. This need for a better understanding is reflected in the large number of recipients that
‘don’t see a benefit’ to their organisation - Treasury is a function that can immediately benefit from
Blockchain technology.
It is encouraging to see that respondents who do see a value recognise cost reduction, operational efficiency
and security as being high on the list of potential benefits. Risk mitigation is another potential benefit,
however the lower recognition could be due to the need for further education on the topic.

Blockchain Understanding

Blockchain Benefits

2%
17%

7%

17%
31%

9%

37%
37%

3%
7%

20%
13%

Well versed in blockchain technology and can
communicate with specialists

Cost reduction (e.g. disintermediation)

Decent understanding of the blockchain technology and
the potential applications

Risk mitigation

General understanding of blockchain and bitcoin

Improve operational efficiency
Enhance security

Still trying to get a better understanding on what
blockchain is
I am not sure what blockchain is

Stay ahead in the competitive landscape
Other
I don’t see a direct benefit to my organization
* Multiple selections possible
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Contact us

Global & United States
Melissa Cameron
mcameron@deloitte.com
+1 415 706 8227

United States
Carina Ruiz
caruiz@deloitte.com
+1 408 704 2158

Australia/New Zealand
Steven Cunico
scunico@deloitte.com.au
+61 3 9671 7024

Australia/New Zealand
Hussein Hussein
huhussein@deloitte.com.au
+61 2 9322 7485

Belgium
Kristine Dooreman
kdooreman@deloitte.com
+32 2 800 26 51

Bulgaria
Dimitar Popov
dpopov@deloittece.com
+359 2 8023 155

Canada
Paul Lech
plech@deloitte.ca
+1 416 643 8037

Canada
Brent Morgan
brentmorgan@deloitte.ca
+1 403 298 5984

China
Lynda Wu
lyndawu@deloitte.com.cn
+86 10 85207479

Denmark
Torben Winther
twinther@deloitte.dk
+45 30 93 61 00

France
Corrine Sanchez
cosanchez@deloitte.fr
+33 1 40 88 84 37

Germany
Volker Linde
vlinde@deloitte.de
+49 21187722399

India
Muzammil Patel
muzammilpatel@deloitte.com
+91 22 6185 549

Ireland
Pieter Burger
piburger@deloitte.ie
+353 14172446

Japan
Kaoru Ito
kaito@tohmatsu.co.jp
+81 8045974232

Luxembourg
Fabrizio Dicembre
fdicembre@deloitte.lu
+352 45145 3253

Middle East
Irshad Jooma
ijooma@deloitte.com
+971 4 5064 928

The Netherlands
Anne-Claire Van den Wall Bake-Dijkstra
ACvandenWallBake@deloitte.nl
+31 882882787

South East Asia
Benny Koh
bekoh@deloitte.com
+65 6800 2266

South Africa
Monique de Waal
modewaal@deloitte.co.za
+27 11 304 5417

Spain
Alejandro Gonzalez de Aguilar
agonzalezdeaguilar@deloitte.es
+34 914432552

Switzerland
Ronan Langford
rlangford@deloitte.ch
+41 58 279 9135

Switzerland
Christophe Toulousy
ctoulousy@deloitte.ch
+41 58 279 8260

United Kingdom
Dino Nicolaides
dinicolaides@deloitte.co.uk
+44 20 7007 8545

United Kingdom
Karlien Porre
kporre@deloitte.co.uk
+44 20 7303 5153

United Kingdom
Carl Sharman
casharman@deloitte.co.uk
+44 20 7007 7128
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